Abstract: In astronomy, there are three types of dawn. They are astronomical, nautical, and civil dawn. The sunlight is starting to appear on the east horizon when the Sun altitude is 18 o below the horizon. Hence, there is a change on the sky brightness. The sky brightness can be affected by the moon phases. The sky brightness level is monitored by Sky Quality Meter (SQM). The SQM was installed upward to the zenith. There are 4 locations of measurement in Yogyakarta. The data has been collected for nine months to obtain the complete moon phases. The beginning of astronomical dawn is time when the sky brightness level is starting to decrease. The moving average algorithm was employed to determine the beginning of astronomical dawn. The time when the astronomical dawn begins is compared with the sun altitude calculation. The sun altitude calculation has been done using accurate times software. The difference of the beginning of astronomical dawn by measurement and calculation are 18.61±6.81 minutes, 19.12±3.28 minutes, 31.12±7.76 minutes, and 27.24±8.04 minutes, on the new moon (0), on the first quarter (0.25), on the full moon (0.5) and on the last quarter (0.75), respectively. The weather condition is also contributing to the results.
Introduction
The dawn in astronomy is divided into three types. They are depends on the height of the sun below the horizon. The types of dawn are the astronomical dawn, the nautical dawn and the civil dawn. The astronomical dawn, the nautical dawn and the civil dawn are the types of dawn when the sun's heights are 18 degrees to 12 degrees, 12 degrees to 6 degrees and 6 degrees to 0 degree below the horizon, respectively. The definition is composed by United Stated Naval Observatory Astronomical Application Department [1] . Each type of the dawn has specific sky brightness. In Islam, the study of the sky brightness is important to determine the prayer time especially when the sun is below the horizon. for example, the fajr prayer time is related to the dawn or morning twilight [2] .
The level of sky brightness can be quantified by using the Sky Quality Meter (SQM). Hence, the brightness of the sky can be measured objectively. SQM can also be used to measure the level of light pollution in a particular place [3] [4] . SQM can also be used to determine the first contact of the total solar eclipse [5] . SQM is a relatively low-cost simple photometer, lightweight, pocket-sized and with an error rate of less than 3% [6] . Sky Quality Meter (SQM) is a device that can be used to measure the illumination of the night sky as seen in figure 1 . The illumination measured in mag/arcsec2. The spectral response range of SQM is wide enough, i.e. visual range 400 -650 nm with peaks of about 540 nm. Hence, it is suitable with spectral sensitivity of the human eye [6].
Figure 1. The front view of SQM
The sky brightness level data that is measured by SQM reflect changes of the sky brightness as the time changes. This time are related to the sun height below the horizon the sky brightness [7] as shown in figure 2. The figure shows the dusk condition. The dawn condition is similar to that figure only the name of the dusk is change to the dawn. We can see that the value of sky brightness level is leveled off in the end of the astronomical dusk and the beginning of the astronomical dawn. [7] There are several factors that can modify the sky brightness level. They are the integrated light from distant galaxy, the integrated starlight within our galaxy, the zodiacal light, the night airglow, the aurora, the twilight emission light, natural and artificial light pollution, weather and the moon phases [8] [9] .
The light pollution condition is different between big city and small city. Yogyakarta is populous small city. It has area of 32.5 km 2 and population density of 12,669 per km 2 .
The city has a numerous tourism objects. Hence, the light pollution is high. As a comparison with Gunung Kidul that is located in the same province as Yogyakarta. Gunung Kidul has a large area which is 1,485.36 km 2 . The population density is 482 per km 2 . The light pollution at this area is low [11] .
The moon is not always visible even at night. The moon appearance is not always a full circle. At a particular time, the Moon looks just like a thin arch. The moon surface reflects the sun rays. The part of the moon that gets the rays and faces the earth causes The phase values range from 0 to 1. The phase of 0 is the phase at which the new moon begins whereas phase 0.5 is the phase at which the full moon occurs. After the full moon phase, the phase value will be close to 1 but never equal to 1. The value of the moon phase is shown table 1 [10] . The moon phases repeat every 29.5 days. This period is called the synodic period. This research will be focused on the investigation of the influence of the moon phases to the sky brightness level. The sky brightness level data that is measured by using SQM will be used to determine the astronomical dawn time.
Methodology
Data acquisition is performed in different locations with a span from May 2016 to January 2017. This research use the instruments i.e. Sky Quality Meter-LU, computer and several software. The software are Microsoft Excel, Unihedron Device Manager (UHD) and Accurate Times. 1) Calculating the difference between the sky brightness level of current measurement and previous measurement time. Hence, we would have data set of the sky brightness level differences. 2) Choosing the data analysis menu in Microsoft Excel to obtain the moving average value for the data set. The interval that to be used was six data points. The moving average method utilization was intended to obtain smooth variation in data [12] . 3) Finding the zeroes of the data that was obtained on the step 2. 4) Choosing the zero that is located before negative value of moving average. The distribution of time differences for entire moon phases is shown in figure 6 . The time differences between 8 to 38 minutes. It reaches the maximum value when it is around the full moon phase (0.5). On the first quarter phase (0.25), the moon already set when collecting data. Whereas on the last quarter phase (0.75), moon began to rises when collecting data. These condition generate time differences on the last quarter larger than on the first quarter. The time differences of the beginning of astronomical dawn are 18.61±6.81 minutes, 19.12±3.28 minutes, 31.12±7.76 minutes, and 27.24±8.04 minutes, on the new moon (0), on the first quarter (0.25), on the full moon (0.5) and on the last quarter (0.75), respectively. 
Conclusion
The difference of the beginning of astronomical dawn by measurement and calculation are 18.61±6.81 minutes, 19.12±3.28 minutes, 31.12±7.76 minutes, and 27.24±8.04 minutes, on the new moon (0), on the first quarter (0.25), on the full moon (0.5) and on the last quarter (0.75), respectively. The weather condition is also contributing to the results. The moon phases affect the beginning of astronomical dawn. The darker the sky then the sky brightness level will be higher and vice versa.
